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ABSTRACT
The compression efficiency of Distributed Video-Coding
(DVC) suffers from the necessity of transmitting a large num-
ber of key-frames which are intra-coded. This paper describes
a new 3D model-based DVC approach which reduces the key-
frame frequency. The decoder first recovers a 3D model from
the key-frames. It then predicts the intermediate frames by
projecting it onto 2D image planes and applying image-based
rendering techniques. This paper also introduces a new quasi-
DVC method relying on a limited point tracking at the en-
coder. It greatly improves the prediction PSNR, while only
slightly increasing the encoder complexity. It also allows
the encoder to adaptively select the key-frames based on the
video motion-content.
Index Terms— Video coding, Stereo vision
1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a recent approach which
is being investigated as a possible alternative to classical pre-
dictive coders for applications requiring low-complexity en-
coders as well as error resilience. By moving the motion-
compensation stage to the decoder, it keeps the encoder com-
plexity to a minimum and benefits from compression based
on both spatial and temporal correlations. Moreover, since the
frames are encoded independently, it avoids temporal propa-
gation of errors.
Previous studies [1, 2] have shown the potential of DVC
but also noted the compression gap remaining between DVC
and predictive coding. It is in part due to the poor per-
formance of block-based motion-compensation when applied
to distant key-frames. Key-frames need to be sent sparsely
because of their high bitrate cost. This makes the motion
fields between them often too complex to be approximated
by spatially blockwise-constant and temporally piecewise-
constant motion fields. This also requires motion vectors to be
searched inside large regions, which increases the likelihood
of large errors.
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This calls for the introduction of new motion models. Un-
like predictive coding, DVC does not require motion-model
parameters to be sent through the communication channel,
thus allowing complex models without compression penalty.
In this paper, we specialize DVC to videos of static scenes
obtained from a unique moving camera, a type of video of
particular importance to remote exploration by drones or re-
mote virtual reality. We take advantage of techniques devel-
oped in the context of Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [3] and
propose motion models based on 3D information. First, the
decoder estimates the camera parameters and the 3D scene-
model from the key-frames. Then, it linearly interpolates the
camera parameters at intermediate times and projects the 3D
model onto the associated image planes, giving motion fields
between the intermediate frames and the key-frames. Finally,
it predicts the intermediate frames using Image-Based Ren-
dering (IBR) techniques [4].
However, our experimental results shall show that even
if this approach greatly improves the quality of estimated
motion-fields, its impact on the PSNR of the predicted fra-
mes is limited. The prediction is hindered by the interpola-
tion of camera-parameters at intermediate times. Therefore,
we propose to go beyond DVC with an approach called quasi-
DVC (qDVC). The encoder shares some limited information
between frames, under the form of point tracks. This allows
the decoder to estimate the camera parameters at intermedi-
ate times, instead of interpolating them. Moreover, this only
slightly increases the encoder complexity. Finally, this allows
the encoder to adapt the key-frame frequency to the video
motion-content, a feature not possible in the DVC framework.
This article presents both DVC and quasi-DVC ap-
proaches. Section 2 describes the encoders, Section 3 details
the decoders and Section 4 presents our experimental results.
2. ENCODER
2.1. Distributed video encoding
The 3D-DVC encoder is identical to a 2D-DVC encoder, as
shown in Figure 1. We consider the pixel-domain codec de-
scribed in [5] which improves upon the approach proposed
in [1]. The DVC encoder begins by splitting the input video-
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Fig. 1. Video codecs: 3D-DVC and 3D-qDVC. They differ by
the point-track stream, only present in 3D-qDVC (in gray).
stream into key-frames and Wyner-Ziv (WZ) frames, using
a constant key-frame frequency. It encodes the key-frames
using a standard intra-encoder (H.264-intra in our case). It
quantizes the WZ-frames into bit-planes, turbo-encodes them
and transmits punctured parity-bits.
2.2. Quasi-distributed video encoding
The limitations of this purely DVC approach led us to con-
sider an alternative quasi-DVC solution, in which a limited
point-tracking is added to the encoder, as shown in Figure 1.
Point-tracks offer two major benefits. First, they allow the
decoder to estimate the camera parameters at intermediate
times, instead of interpolating them. This greatly reduces the
reprojection errors. Second, they enable the encoder to dy-
namically adapt the key-frame frequency: a new key-frame is
only sent when the length of the longest track or the number of
lost tracks exceed some thresholds. However, point-tracking
also introduces overheads on the encoder complexity and the
bitrate, which must be kept to a minimum.
We propose to attain these goals using a modified Kanade-
Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker [6]. First, feature points are de-
tected on key-frames using the Harris-Stephen corner detec-
tor [7]. These points can be very sparse since the decoder
only needs them to recover 11 camera parameters. Points are
then tracked between consecutive frames by looking for sim-
ilar intensity neighborhoods, which are assumed to follow a
translational motion model. Points are robustly tracked with
sub-pixel accuracy by minimizing the Sum of Squared Dif-
ferences (SSD) between neighborhoods using the Levenberg-
Marquardt approach [8]. The bitrate overhead is reduced by
using DPCM-encoding.
The minimization relies on image derivatives. It is there-
fore limited to small motions. The range of tolerated motions
is increased through a conditional multiscale approach. A ba-
sic coarse-to-fine scheme would introduce a systematic com-
plexity overhead and miss corners too weak to be detected
at coarser resolutions. Instead, the tracker first performs the
SSD minimization at the finest resolution and only falls back
to coarser resolutions at tracks for which it failed.
foreach pair of consecutive key-frames do
Detect and match feature points
Robustly estimate the fundamental matrix F
Obtain the projection matrices P0 and P1
Triangulate the projective depths λ
Propagate correspondences along edges
Interpolate or estimate the projection matrices Pt
Interpolate the WZ-frames from the key-frames
Algorithm 1: Scene modeling and frame prediction
3. DECODER
3.1. Overview
As shown in Figure 1 and Algorithm 1, the decoder starts by
decoding the key-frames. Then, it predicts the WZ-frames
using motion interpolation. Finally, it corrects this prediction
using the parity bits from the encoder and turbo-decoding.
The 3D-DVC decoder differs from previous 2D-DVC decoders
by its frame prediction stage. The 3D-qDVC decoder also
takes advantage of point tracks to estimate the camera para-
meters associated with the WZ-frames, instead of interpolat-
ing them.
3.2. Scene modeling
Frame prediction takes a pair of consecutive key-frames as
an input. Without loss of generality, we assume that the first
key-frame was taken at time t = 0 and the second key-frame
at time t = 1. Feature-points on each key-frame are denoted
by respectively x0 and x1. A correspondence between key-
frames is denoted by (x0, x1). Points are assumed to be in
homogeneous coordinates. A correspondence is said to be
valid when it stems from the projection of a unique 3D point X
onto the image planes. That is ∃X s.t. x0 ∼ P0X, x1 ∼ P1X
where P0 and P1 are the projection matrices associated with
each key-frame and ‘∼’ denotes an equality up-to-scale. This
condition is equivalent to xt1Fx0 = 0 where F is the so-called
fundamental matrix. More details can be found in [3].
Like at the encoder, feature-points are detected at the de-
coder using the Harris-Stephen corner detector. However, the
number of feature-points allowed this time is much greater to
obtain as many 3D points as possible. Also, the detector has
now to cope with quantization noise.
Feature points are then matched across key-frames to ob-
tain correspondences. A cascade of tests removes erroneous
correspondences. Tests are ordered by increasing complex-
ity so that the most complex ones handle the least correspon-
dences. At first, correspondences between all points are con-
sidered. A first test removes correspondences whose motions
are too large. A second test compares the intensity histograms
of feature-point neighborhoods and removes those with poor
chi-square statistics [8]. A third test proceeds similarly us-
ing the SSD as a criterion, performing a local optimization
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of feature-point locations to obtain meaningful SSD values.
A fourth test enforces that each point belongs to at most one
correspondence. Finally, a fifth test removes correspondences
which are not compatible with the epipolar geometry found
by robustly estimating the fundamental matrix F.
The camera parameters are estimated using self-calibration.
The interpolation of camera parameters requires the 3D space
to be euclidean. However, this is only possible when the cam-
era motion between key-frames is generic enough, a condition
rarely met in practice. Instead, we settle for quasi-euclidean
self-calibration. The projection matrices can be written as
P0 = [I 0] ,P1 = [R t] where I is the identity matrix, R
a matrix and t a vector. These quantities are related to the
fundamental matrix by t ∈ ker (F) and R = [t]× F − t at,
where a is a vector and [.]× denotes the cross-product opera-
tor. Assuming small camera rotations and slowly varying in-
trinsic parameters between key-frames, the vector a is found
by minimizing
∥
∥[t]× F− t at − I
∥
∥.
A cloud of 3D points is recovered by computing a pair of
projective depths {λ0, λ1} from each correspondence. These
scalars are solutions of the equation λ1x1 = λ0Rx0 + t and
are related to the underlying 3D point by X = [λ0xt0 1]
t.
Projective depths are only known at corners. Therefore,
interpolation is required to obtain dense motion fields. Such
an approximation is particularly harmful to the prediction
PSNR in edge regions. Fortunately, the intersection of edges
and epipolar lines gives points which, like corners, can be
matched to obtain more correspondences.
Edge-points are detected in the first key-frame using the
Canny edge-detector [3]. Correspondences are propagated by
matching edge-points close to previously matched points. For
a given edge-point, matching consists in a SSD-based full
search along a portion of the associated epipolar line, fol-
lowed by sub-pixel refinement around the best candidate via
golden search [8]. The full-search domain is a small window
centered around the location that the matching point would
have if it followed the same motion as the one of its nearest
correspondence.
3.3. WZ-Frame interpolation
Camera parameters need to be known at intermediate times
to be able to project the 3D model onto intermediate image
planes and obtain motion fields. The 3D-DVC decoder lin-
early interpolates them from the ones associated with the key-
frames. On the other hand, the 3D-qDVC decoder estimates
them from the point tracks. Using the locations of these tracks
at t = 0 and t = 1, it computes the associated 3D points X, as
described in the previous section. Then, it obtains the projec-
tion matrices Pt at each intermediate time t by solving the set
of equations xt ∼ PtX. The estimation approach, unlike the
interpolation one, does not require the 3D space to be truly
euclidean and does not assume a constant camera-motion.
The projection of the 3D points onto the image planes
Fig. 2. Tracking (red dots: corners in first key-frame, multi-
color curves: tracks in following WZ-frames).
gives motion vectors from the WZ-frames to the key-frames
at corners and edges. They need to be interpolated to obtain
dense motion fields. We present two interpolation schemes
which differ by their assumptions on smoothness. One relies
on block-matchingunder the epipolar geometry constraint and
the other on the fitting of a mesh onto the 3D point cloud. The
latter is more resistant to erroneous correspondences but tends
to over-smooth depth discontinuities.
The epipolar block-matching scheme divides WZ-frames
into blocks and searches for pairs of blocks with low SSD
on the key-frames. This one-dimensional search is performed
along epipolar lines in one of the key-frame, the locations in
the other key-frame resulting from trifocal transfer [3]. As for
the propagation along edges, full-search domains are small
windows centered around locations determined by the near-
est correspondences and sub-pixel accuracy is attained using
golden search. Finally, each pair of blocks is linearly blended
based on time to predict the WZ-frames.
The mesh fitting scheme estimates for each WZ-frame
an elevation mesh made of regular triangles. The projec-
tive depths associated with the mesh vertices are determined
by energy minimization. The energy is defined as the depth
distance between the mesh and the 3D points along with a
Tikhonov regularization. Correspondences which lead to in-
verted triangles or large depth errors are removed. This mesh
is projected onto the key-frames, which are then warped using
2D texture mapping and blended to predict the WZ-frame.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The codecs were evaluated on several sequences. We present
here the results on the 50 first frames of the street sequence,
a CIF sequence at 30fps. The camera is mostly moving for-
ward, with some slight rotations. Figure 2 displays its first
frame, along with the points-tracks between the first two key-
frames. Note their sparseness. The bitrate overhead intro-
duced by point-tracking is .01b/sample. The encoder-com-
plexity overhead is negligible compared to predictive 3D vi-
deo-encoding [9], and 35 times smaller than basic 2D block-
matching with an integer search-range of equivalent size. The
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(a) Classical block-matching (b) Epipolar block-matching
Fig. 3. Norm of the block motion-fields between the first two
key-frames (same intensity scaling)..
Fig. 4. PSNR of interpolated WZ-frames using lossless key-
frames.
adaptative key-frame frequency induced by point-tracks is ap-
proximately one key-frame every 10 frames. To allow com-
parison, the key-frame frequencies of 2D-DVC, 3D-DVC and
H.264-inter were set to the same value.
Figure 3 compares the motion-fields obtained with clas-
sical block-matching and with the proposed epipolar block
matching. The latter is qualitatively superior, the number
and size of errors being much smaller. Figure 4 compares
the PSNR of the WZ-frame interpolation by 2D-DVC, 3D-
DVC and 3D-qDVC using lossless key-frames. The qualita-
tive improvement of motion-fields has no significant effect.
However, point-tracking increases the PSNR by up to 10dB.
Figure 5 compares the rate-distortion performances of H.264-
intra, H.264-inter (IP...PI), the 2D-DVC Discover codec [5]
and 3D-qDVC. Our codec outperforms both 2D-DVC and
H.264-intra, and approaches H.264-inter at lower bitrates.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed new DVC methods based on 3D re-
construction. We showed that the epipolar geometry helps im-
proving the quality of motion-fields. Moreover, adding point-
tracking to the encoder significantly increases the prediction
PSNR and allows adaptive key-frame frequencies, while only
introducing limited overheads. Future work shall consider the
non-i.i.d nature of prediction errors to improve turbo-decoding.
Fig. 5. Rate distortion for H.264-intra, H.264-inter, 2D-DVC
and 3D-qDVC, using lossy key-frames.
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